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It is reported that on 09.04.18 at about 00.30 hrs some local

boys used sound-crackers near Kalighat Tram Depot to celebrate

the victory of KKR against RCB at Eden Gardens. The incident

happened near the residence of Sri Kaushik Das of 134/8, S. p.

Mukherjee Road, Kolkata -26 and the impact of sound-crackers at
midnight hampered tranquility of the area and so said Kaushik Das

raised objection to the use of sound-crackers at that odd hours and

then the local boys who were using sound-crackers, became furious

and one of them namely Jagannath abused Kaushik Das and

assaulted him with fists & blows.

It is further reported that later Kaushik Das lodged a

complaint at Kalighat pS against Jagannath and on the basis of his

complaint, Katighat ps case No. 61 dt. 09.04.18 uls 323134u504

IPC was initiated against accused Jagannath who is now on CB till
13.08.18. Investigation into the case has been completed and

after investigation a prima-facie case uls 34U3231504 IpC has

been initiated against the accused jagannath Jha. It is stated that
final report would be submitted before the Ld. Court on the date

fixed.
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*f- File No.25lWBHRC/SMC/18

A suo motu cognizance was taken on a news item appeared in Ananda Bazar

Patrika dt.70/4/2018 on the information that a person has been assaulted while he

protested against sound pollution as a result of the explosion of crackers. A report
was called for from D.C. South Division, Kolkata Police and Shri Tapan Kr. pramanik,

ACP (lll), SD has since submitted through D.C., South received by Commission on

26/7/2018. According to the report on o9/a/20.18 around OO3O0 hrs. some tocal

boys bursting crackers near Kalighat Tram Depo, s.p. Mukherjee Road, Kolkata - 26

to cetebrate victory of KKR against RCB in Eden Gardens tpL match. The incident

occurred near the resident of Kaushik Das who protested against such loud sound in

odd hours of the night. The tocal boys became furious and one Jagannath assaulted

him with fist and blows. On the basis of complaint lodged by Kaushik Das Kalighat

P.S. Case No.61 dt.o9l4/L8 uls 3231341/504lPC was initiated against Jagannath and

he is on Court bail. Prima facie, case against Jagannath has been estabtished and the
police is shortly submitting report in finat form to the Court. lN view of positive

action taken by the Police I am of tle opinion that the matter be filed.*.?.il-* A -f* ti. atv e.rdxt6.
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